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SECONDARY STRESSES WITHIN THE STRUCTURAL FRAME OF DYE-3: 1978-1983

by

H. Ueda, W. Tobiasson, D. Fisk, D. Keller and C. Korhonen

INTRODUCTION

The primary loads to which a structural system is subjected consist of

dead loads such as its own weight, live loads from equipment and personnel,

and imposed loads such as those caused by wind or snow. In addition, secon-

dary loads can be introduced into a structural system, creating secondary

stresses within its members. This can happen during construction as a result

of imperfect fits, for example, or after, when supports settle differential-

ly, move laterally or tilt. When a large structure such as DEW Line Ice Cap

Station DYE-3 is founded on snow, the development of secondary stresses is

inevitable and the magnitudes of these stresses can become critical.

In 1977, because of large secondary stresses within its structural frame

and excessive distortions of portions of its substructure, DYE-3 was moved

sideways 210 ft onto new footings (Tobiasson 1978). The following summer the

building was raised 27 ft. Another lift in 1984, along with additions to the

truss system, will complete the program started in 1977 to extend the useful

life of the station to 1990.

During the fall of 1978, CRREL personnel made initial measurements of

the forces within the structural frame. Subsequent measurements were made in

1981, 1982 and 1983 as part of the structural performance monitoring program

that CRREL has been conducting for the U.S. Air Force since 1973 (Tobiasson

and Ueda 1972, Tobiasson et al. 1974).

TECHNIQUE

Figure 1 shows the location of DYE-3 in Greenland. Exterior views of I
DYE-3 are shown in Figure 2; elevation and plan views of the DYE-3 structural

system are shown in Figure 3. A detail of the trusses and collars at column

NI is shown in Figure 4. The 2600-ton building is supported by eight columns

and can be leveled and raised by hydraulic lifts located at each column on I
the second floor where the building hangs from 6-in.-diameter threaded rods.

The two 80-ton truss networks are independent of the building. They rest on

. ~ ~*-'- **.~ , p .p. . . J-]
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b. Fr om the southwest.

Figure 2 (cont'd).

Building Level

95ft

14 ft

1983 Snow Surface Column Level-3

colr 1978 Snow Surface Coouin Enclosure

15 ft FootiIIa. Elevation cross section.

Figure 3. DYE-3 structural system.
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* Figure 3 (cont'd). DYE-3 structural system.

Figure 4. Three collars at each
column transfer lateral loads be-
tween the trusses and the columns
(I1-level 1 collar, 2 -level 2
collar, 3 -level 3 collar).
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steel beams and channels attached to the columns (Fig. 5). To permit period-

ic lifting and leveling of the trusses, they are not connected to the columns

* in a conventional manner; instead, a rectangular collar surrounds the column

at each connection point and sway bolts (Fig. 5) that act as set screws

ft transmit lateral loads between the collar and the column.

There are 12 large sway bolts at each collar (Fig. 6) and there are

* three collars at each column. They are designated levels 1, 2 and 3 as shown

Figure 5. Truss support points and collar assembly
(1-collar, 2 -channel that supports truss, 3 -

sway bolt [I of 12 at each collar], 4 - beams that
support truss, 5 -column half).

Swoy Bolts (typCaI

End Si de Center

rColumn Column
Ho lf Half

Truss Collar

Figure 6. Plan view of typical truss collar and column
showing the 12 sway bolts.
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Figure 7. Loosening an unloaded sway bolt.

in Figure 3 a. The sway bolts located on the first floor of the building are

also arranged as shown in Figure 6.

Details of how the sway bolts are checked are described by Tobiasson et

al. (1974). Initially, the tester places a wrench on each bolt. Those bolts

that are easily turned (i.e., those sustaining little or no load) are backed

off (Fig. 7). Working with one loaded sway bolL at a time, the tester then

places a hydraulic ram alongside the loaded sway bolt (Fig. 8). Before the

tester hacks off a loaded sway bolt, a dial extensometer is placed on the op-

posite side of the column to monitor the relative movement between the column

and the collar (Fig. 9). Pressure is increased in the ram until the loaded

• sway bolt is unloaded. The now unloaded bolt is backed off (Fig. 10) and hy-

drailic pressure on the ram is then slowly released until the system is re-

, turned to its original position as indicated by the dial extensometer. The

hydraulic pressure recorded at this time is considered to represent the sway

bolt load. inally, the load is transferred from the ram back to the bolt

and the system is returned to its original position, within 0.001 in. In

-this fashion the lateral interacting loads between the building and columns

and the trusses and columns is determined.

" Sway bolt measurements taken in 1978, 1981, 1982 and 1983 as well as

column bending moments determined from these measurements are presented in

6



a. Adjacent to sway bolt in the building.

-Ap

b. Adjacent to truss collar sway bolt.

Figure 8. Ram placement.
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a. Between a truss collar and a column.

0

b. Between the building and a column.

Figure 9. Dial extensometer placement.
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Figure 10. Backing off the "loaded" sway bolt once its
load has been transferred to the ram.

Appendix A. Using these data, and equilibrium considerations, we have

calculated column bending moments and stresses in two perpendicular

directions. To determine axial compressive stresses, we used column load

measurements made by the contractor (Danish Arctic Contractors) during the

building lift in 1978.

The allowable stress for a column under combined axial compression and

bending is defined in the American Institute of Steel Construction (1980)

Manual of Steel Construction as follows:

fa fbx fby
Fa + Tb + Fb < 1.0 (1)

*where

fa = axial stress (lb/in. 
2)

2
* . fbx - bending stress in the x-direction (lb/in. )

fby - bending stress in the y-direction (lb/in. 2)

O Fa = axial stress permitted if no bending stresses exist (lb/in. 2)

Fb - bending stress permitted if no axial stresses exist

(lb/in. 2)

This dimensionless equation applies only when the axial stress is 15% or

less of the maximum allowable axial stress with no bending present (i.e.,

when fa/Fa < 0.15).

9
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The column is considered overstressed whenever the combined stress fac-

tor exceeds 1.0. Before DYE-3 was moved in 1977, combined stress factors as
1high as 2.3 were present in some portions of the columns. Stress factor cal-

culations are also presented in Appendix A.

MEASUREMENT DIFFICULTIES 2o0_ __ _ __,

In 1978, 13 sway bolts

could not be backed off be-

cause of interfering bolt or

rivet heads that made it im- Zo

possible to turn them, and 8.4

their loads had to be deter-

mined usitug a load-displace-

ment technique (Tobiasson and , I
0 0.005 0.010 0.015

Ueda 1974). The technique Displacement, in.

consists of measuring the load
Figure 11. Typical load-displacement curve

at various displacements and for a sway bolt that could not be backed

using the plot of this rela- off.

tionship to estimate the zero

displacement load. A typical determination is shown in Figure 11. In that

example, the sway bolt load is considered to be 8.4 kips. In 1981, all of

the interferences were successfully removed, thereby simplifying the meas-

urement process considerably and increasing measurement accuracy.

The truss network consists of two major framed assemblies, each encom-

passing four columns as shown in Figure 3. Three collars transfer the later-

al truss load to each column (Fig. 4). The two major assemblies weigh ap-

proximately 160 kips each. As shown in Figure 5, they are supported on chan-

nels and beams attached to each column below the level-3 collar. Friction at

these supports makes it difficult to isolate and measure sway bolt loads for

the level-3 collars. We estimate that the friction force effects on a collar

could be as high as 25 kips.

In 1981, an attempt was made to reduce friction there during sway bolt

readings by supporting the four corners of each level-3 collar on friction-

reducing roller devices (Fig. 12 and 13) designed by Ueda and Tobiasson. Un-

fortunately, the center portion of each level-3 collar, which rests on two

beams (Fig. 5), did not lift when the rollers were inserted at the four cor-

10



ners because of high flexibility in WebofTussCollar

the collar assembly; therefore, con-

siderable frictional resistance was ]
still present between the column Hydraulc Rom

halves.
EatcSeoat

Two sets of level-3 sway bolt

readings are presented in Appendix A, -

1981 Measurements, one with and one

without the rollers installed. The

rollers did not change level-3 sway Truss Support Channel"

bolt loads much. An unsuccessful at-

tempt was made in 1982 to insert Tef-

lon sheets between all bearing sur-

faces of the level-3 collars, but Figure 12. Cross section of

again the center portion of the col- friction-reducing roller devices.

lars could not be lifted. Consequently, loads measured on the level-3 col-

lars are only a rough indication of the actual loads there. Level-I and lev-

el-2 collar loads were measured more accurately. When the building and trus-

ses are raised in 1984, low-friction bearing surfaces will be provided for

the truss system. Teflon and stainless steel sheets will be inserted between

the contact surfaces at these points, using a design developed cooperatively

. S

Figure 13. Friction-reducing roller device in place.

112
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A, by CRREL and Danish-American contractors. This should reduce friction by

about 90%.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Free-body diagrams of each column and the connecting trusses are pre-

sented in Appendix B. The free-body diagrams of the trusses assume simple,

two-dimensional plane configurations. In reality the connecting trusses form

two three-dimensional truss assemblies (Fig. 3b), each of which encompasses

four columns.

A summation of the forces on the truss free-body diagrams indicates

.4. . that they are not in equilibrium, i.e., the loads imposed on the trusses do
not sum to zero; there are unbalanced loads. When the three-dimensional na-

ture of the trusses is considered, the imbalance is reduced, but it is not

eliminated. Some of the factors contributing to this measured imbalance are

1) the assumption in the truss free-body diagrams of a simple, two-dimension-

al plane configuration, 2) the portion of the load not measureable because of

the friction at the level-3 collar discussed earlier, 3) the degree of accur-

acy of our measuring technique, and 4) the building wind loads during a force

measurement. We considered factors 3 and 4 to be minor; factor I may explain

some of the unbalanced load, but we believe factor 2 (friction) to be the

largest contributor to the imbalance. Examination of Appendix B indicates

that significant imbalances exist that make it difficult to accurately define
.. ' .

-". the secondary stresses in the structure. Once frictional resistance is es-

sentially eliminated at the level-3 collars, a far better understanding of

- the secondary stresses in the DYE-3 structural frame should be possible. As

discussed earlier, efforts will be made during the next scheduled lifting op-

eration in 1984 to reduce friction at all truss support points.

.0 Imbalances also exist on the building (Table 1), but they cannot be

blamed on truss friction. We believe lateral resistance between the columns

- . and the building on the second floor, where the building hangs from the col-

umns on 6-in.-diameter rods, explains most of the building imbalance. A

tilted building may also contribute to the imbalance.

Friction problems notwithstanding, there was a significant increase and

change in direction of some of the collar loads from 1978 to 1981 (compare

Fig. BI and B2). We anticipated changes because the 1978 measurements were

. made immediately after the building had been raised and many of the lateral

loads then should have been relatively low. However, the magnitude of some
.412 i 12
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Table 1. Imbalance in building load (kips).

1978 1981 1982 1983

Across column rows* 35.0 34.9 42.7 34.2 I
Along column rows** 13.4 18.9 13.9 28.5

*All are in the A to N direction (see Fig. 2b).

**All are in the column 4 to column 1 direction (see Fig. 2b).

of the changes surprised us. One building level load at column N2 changed

from 3.0 kips in one direction in 1978 to 49.7 kips in the opposite direc-

tion in 1981. 6y 1982, the same load increased further to 65.0 kips. In

1983, the load was 89.9 kips.

In 1Q78, no collar load exceeded 50 kips. In 1981, 12 loads exceeded

50 kips with two of these over 100 kips. In 1982, 14 loads exceeded 50

kips with four of these over 100 kips. In 1983, 18 loads exceeded 50 kips

with four exceeding 100 kips. Of the loads exceeding 100 kips, three of

the four were at the same position in 1982 and 1983.

Before taking readings in 1983, we reduced the load on several highly

loaded sway bolts with the objective of reducing stress concentrations in

the structural frame. Had we not done this, we expect even more sway bolts

would have had loads exceeding 50 kips in 1983. The combined stress fac-

tors calculated for the lower end of the columns from the four surveys are

summarized in Table 2. These factors have been determined from eq 1. The

bending moments are calculated from the measured forces and it is assumed

that one-half of the moment on each full column is carried by each column

Table 2. Combined stress factors at the base

of each column.
Ii

Column 1978 1981* 1981 1982 1983

Al 0.25 0.45 0.43 0.66 0.79
A2 0.34 0.55 0.54 0.78 0.59
A3 0.68 0.37 0.43 0.33 1.00
A4 0.36 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.32
NI 0.53 0.55 0.57 0.42 0.64
N2 0.35 0.20 0.20 0.32 0.33
N3 0.66 0.54 0.53 0.23 0.49
N4 0.72 0.21 0.23 0.54 0.41
Average 0.49 0.38 0.39 0.43 0.57

* Friction-reducing roller used.

13
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half. It is evident from the measurements in Appendix A that the column

halves are not sharing collar loads in most cases, but since the column

halves are tied together at several places we expect that there is some over-

all load.

In 1978 the average stress factor was 0.49 with a high of 0.72 and a low

of 0.25. In 1981 both sets of readings, one without the friction reducing

roller devices in place and one with them in place, resulted in considerably

lower average factors of 0.38 and 0.39. In 1982, the average factor in-

creased to 0.43 with a high of 0.78, which was well below the allowable value

of 1.00. In 1983 the average factor was 0.57 with a high of 1.00 at column

A3. The jump at column A3 from 0.33 on 1982 to 1.00 in 1983 is probably the

result of the load adjustments prior to the 1983 measurements. While those

adjustments reduced seven very high sway bolt loads, those loads were trans-

ferred to other locations, and in the case of column A3, large bending mo-

ments were generated at its base. We are convinced that the load adjustments

were needed but it is obvious that in such a highly indeterminate structure

such as this, load adjustments pose potential risks as well as benefits.

The column axial stress fa in eq I is composed of the stresses created

by a portion of the building and truss weight and the weight of the column

itself. It should be noted that the stress factor, fa/Fa, is 0.15 for

columns Al and A3, which is the recommended limit for use of eq I (Table

A6). Any changes in building load or addition of column extensions could

cause fa/Fa to exceed 0.15, thereby limiting the usefulness of the equa-

tion.

High pinching and spreading loads (i.e., loads on a column at a collar

in opposing directions) existed at the building level in 1978 (see, for exam-

ple, sway bolt loads at column A2, building level, in Figure Ala). This con-

dition usually occurs between column halves. Pinching and spreading loads

were also present in 1981 and 1982. In 1983 all of the pinching loads were

eliminated prior to load measurements.

Secondary stresses are accumulating in the DYE-3 structural frame be-
cause of differential settlement and tilt of the footings, and horizontal

distortion of the footing system by lateral flow of the ice cap. Horizontal

distortion was measured some years ago at DYE-3 (Flax et al. 1971). Differ-

ential settlements and footing tilts measured since the sideways move in 1977

are presented in Figures 14 and 15 respectively.

14
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O '78 '79 '80 8,1 '82 '83 7 '8 '79 '8 IN '52 '13

OAIh Reference Footing

0.2-H

03 £4 N4

* 01-

*02

z A3 N3
0 J L

W' 01

02
A2 N2

03
0

0.2-
Al NI Figure 14. Footing settlements

03, relative to footing A4, 1977-83.

YEAR TILT YEAR TILT
A4 IN M2 T17 U-W N4

1978 0.046 1978 0.043
1981 0.061 1981 0.046
1982 0.063 1982 0.059 '.62
1983 0.056 1983 0.076

'78'77

A3 1977 0.052 1977 0.011lei 1978 0.047 1978 0.034
82 1981 0.049 1981 0.033
83 1982 0.055 1982 0.038 83

1983 0.064 1983 0.044 'B

A2 1977 0.024 977 0.024

1981 0.050 1981 0.023
1982 0.055 1982 0.036

* 1983 0.068 1983 0.049

'77,'78

'83
.' 'r77e I 'a

8 2AI 1977 0.027 1977 0.049 Ne.83 1978 0.o029 1978 0.09 '7
1981 0.032 1981 0.043

I 4" 1982 0.034 1982 0.046
1983 0.049 1983 0.054

6 Figure 15. Footing tilts, 1978-83 (in./ft). Arrows indi-
cate downward tilt directions.

15
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The settlement of DYE-3 relative to the bedrock over a mile below is not

known, but it probably amounts to a few feet per year. Absolute settlement

of this sort is of no particular concern but differential settlement among

the eight footings certainly is. In a highly indeterminate structure such as

this, differential settlements can induce significant secondary stresses in

the structure frame. The settlements presented in Figure 14 are referenced

to footing A4 since it has settled less than the other seven footings.

The largest differential settlements occurred just after the building

was moved. During the past 5 years, differential settlement among the foot-

ings has reached 0.3 ft. When assessing the impact of differential settle-

ment, it is important to consider the distance between footings. For exam-

ple, the 0.12 ft differential between footings A3 and A4, which are only 45

ft apart, may induce greater secondary stresses on the A2-A3 truss and the

building frame in that area than the 0.23 ft differential between footings A4

and N4, which are 120 ft apart. When the building and trusses are raised in

S-"1984, they will be releveled which, in principle at least, removes all secon-

S'dary stresses in the frame caused by differential settlement and tilt of the

footings.

Footing tilt measurements are summarized in Figure 15. For some foot-

ings, 1983 tilt is about the same as the initial "built-in" tilt. Footings

A3, A4 and Ni fall into this category. The tilt of the other footings has

increased over the past 5 years.

Do bending stresses in the columns cause the footings to tilt or do the
tilting footings cause bending stresses in the colums? If bending stresses

caused the footings to tilt, their tilt would increase over the years in the

. direction of the bending. Since this is not generally the case, it appears

that the tilting footings are inducing bending stresses in the columns and

other stresses in the trusses and the building frame. The snow surface under

the building is lower than the surface surrounding the building. The extra

overburden pressure surrounding the building tends to cause the footings to

tilt away from the center of the building. In addition, strength and density

differences of the snow on which the footings are founded causes them to

- * tilt. That snow is far from homogeneous since it has been pushed around and

built up by operations in that area since 1959.

All CRREL sway bolt measurements and stress calculations were furnished

"*'. to and studied by Metcalf and Eddy engineers when the DYE-3 1984 life exten-
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Metcalf and Eddy in 1983 on the DYE-3 structure system show that footing

. tilts account for a larger portion of the secondary stresses in the structur-

al frame than do differential settlements.

When DYE-3 is lifted in 1984, each column base will be shimmed in an ef-

* fort to uniformly distribute its load at the four points where the column at-

*taches to the footing. This should eliminate bending moments at the base of

that column. However, as other columns are subjected to this procedure and

their bending moments are redistributed, it is expected that some bending

* stresses will develop in each column. It is hoped that the net effect will

* be to reduce the overall level of secondary stress in the structural frame.

Subsequent sway bolt measurements will determine if this has been accom-

plished. If, with time, secondary stresses of concern develop in the columns

because of footing tilt, the columns can again be shimmed, one by one, where

they attach to the footings to relieve bending stresses.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Sway bolt load measurements were made at DYE-3 in 1978, after completion

of the life extension program, and again in 1981, 1982 and 1983. Significant

increases in loads have been discovered at several locations, but accurate

determination of all interaction loads has not been possible because of fric-

tional resistance present where the trusses bear on the columns. Attempts

have been made to reduce the friction there but they have met with only lim-

ited success. Plans have been made to support the trusses on Teflon and

stainless steel sheets when the building is lifted in 1984. This should re-

duce friction by about 90%. The number of sway bolt loads beneath the build-

ing that exceed 50 kips has increased from none in 1978 to 14 in 1982 to 18

in 1983, with four loads exceeding 100 kips in 1982 and 1983. In 1983, high

pinching or opposing loads were eliminated at all levels.

The combined stress factor, which is used to determine allowable column

stresses under combined bending and axial compression, dropped from an aver-

age of 0.48 in 1978 to 0.38 in 1981. A column is considered overstressed if

the computed factor equals or exceeds 1.0. In 1982, the average increased to

0.43 with a high value of 0.78 at the base of the column. In 1983, the aver-

age increased to 0.57 with a high value of 1.00 at the base of column A3. We

expect that localized overstresses will be present in 1984 -- a major reason

why the life extension work is needed in 1984.

17
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The measurements presented in this report were used in developing the

- .: approach to the 1984 life extension design for DYE-3. When the DYE-3 build-

*ing and trusses are lifted and leveled in 1984, secondary stresses because of

differential settlement will be eliminated. By shimming the base of each

column at that time, it should be possible to reduce secondary stresses

caused by footing tilt.

It has been over 6 years since DYE-3 was moved sideways onto a new foun-

dation and over 5 years since the building was raised 27 ft. Although secon-

dary stresses have accumulated in the structural frame, allowable stresses

have not been exceeded through 1983. Some localized overstress is expected

*in 1984 and it is therefore appropriate that the building and trusses be

lifted and leveled then. The concept of using above-surface trusses and

eliminating the problematic below-surface truss enclosures of previous de-

*signs has proven to be highly satisfactory. The life extension work planned

* . for 1984 should significantly reduce the level of secondary stresses in the

. •DYE-3 structural frame, preparing it for several more years of useful life on

the ever-distorting Greenland Ice Cap.
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APPENDIX A: SWAY BOLT MEASUREMENTS AND COLUMN BENDING MOMENTS.

1978 Measurements

A4 N4 A4 N4

1.-'7%..4s

43 N3 45N13613

A3 NZ 3  A3 N3

"."~U I

A 2 N2 A2 N

4~ E 1 956

a. Building level. b. Level 1.

Figure Al. Individual sway bolt load measurements (in kips [1000 lbl, * = load
displacement measurement).
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65H H-

A 2 1N 2 AZ 2 N2

<':~-- --61 ,t-

A I N I AI N I

c. Level 2. d. Level 3.

Figure Al (cont'd). Individual sway bolt load measurements (in kips [1000 lbl,
* - load displacement measurement).
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Table Al. Colmn bending moments.

DYE 3

Date Aug 1978

LEVEL COLUMN

Viewing direction: Northwest Al A2 A3 A4 N1 N2 N3 N4
r (level immediately

beneath building )  89 103 244 364 -234 -29 -85 -26

2 -54 14 286 542 -389 -56 46 321

3 -276 -282 350 608 -848 -98 417 984

Base of column -706 -639 474 735 -1733 -179 1132 2264

View~ing direction: Northeast

(level immediately
1 beneath building) 378 -152 -275 -126 287 -77 5 -167

2 372 -83 -602 -250 387 45 -187 118

3,253 361 -1085 -423 542 145 -321 822

Base of column 23 809 -2200 -758 912 523 -1825 1802r
Clockwise moments are positive
Moments are in ft-kips
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Table A2. Combined stress factor (analysis of column halves).

a3
Dye

Date Au9 1978
Collar level Bottom

Column p L MM _ x_ Ibx M a Ib to h
A F, -g- Tb S" rb f., -; ? j

A 1 2.94 0.15 -353 1.76 0.09 12 0.10 0.01 0.25

A2 1.79 0.09 -319 1.59 0.08 405 3.46 0.17 0.34

A3 2.94 0.15 237 1.18 0.06 -1100 9.41 0.47 0.68

A4 2.13 0.11 36) 1.83 0.09 -379 3.24 0.16 0.36

N 12.13 0.11 -867 4.32 0.22 456 3.90 0.11 0.53

N2 2.20 0.11 -89 0.44 0.02 261 2.23 0.22 0.35

N3 2.60 0.13 566 2.82 0.14 -913 7.81 0.39 0.66

N4 2.40 0.12 1132 5.64 0.28 901 7.71 0.39 0.72

0.49 Ave.
VIEWING DIRECTION

P v Axial load (kips) Fh = Allow"lse beding siress with no axial stress
A Cohien cruss-sectinnal area (167 in.2) (20 ksil
fa 

= Axial stress (ksi) N Mxx - Oevllng moment ac oss column rows (it kits)
bending stress across t A4 N4 Mvy , Floding niment al cojunin tows (Itkis)
(kij t -ortheat Section modulus across cohnn rows 12410 io.

3)
fIy = Rending stiess along column tows Notys = Section sodK0Olu along colunsn tows 11403 io.

3
)

st ess (20 ksil

Northwest
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1981 Measurements

k 4 10

A4 N4 A4 N4

LTII • 43 4.

68 71 2.0

A3 N3 A3 N3
3. 79[ r297 79 FZ31FL O]

A2 N2 A2 N2

23~2

A. NI At N1

a. Building level. b. Level 1.

Figure A2. Individual sway bolt load measurements (in kips [1000 ib]).
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~6 [F 32 2471

A3 N3 A3 N3

_H17

3.6 6,3 2 6269

A2 2-A 2 N 2E224 1 50  16W47 6

A I NI AlI NI

c. Level 2. d. Level 3, with friction-
reducing devices.

Figure A2 (cont'd). Individual sway bolt load measurements (in kips [1000 lb]).
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A4 N4

A3 N3

31

A2 N2

e. Level 3, without friction-

Z Z B reducing devices.

Z|., Figure A2 (cont'd).

Table A3. Column bending moments.

DYE 3 .~,-

Northent

Date Jun 1981

LEVEL T . COLUMN

Viewing direction: Northwest f Al A2 A3 A4 N1 N2 N3 N4

(level immediately

1 beneath building) -373 -129 256 65 390 -472 84 -150

2 290 304 498 -107 1206 -450 -17 -409

3 1490 1200 484 -221 2476 -198 -356 -576

Base of column 2086 1219 -97 -418 1536 24 -1201 277

(without roller devices) 2122 1367 54 -418 1598 10 -1190 388

Viewing direction:
(level "immediatel v-________ ___1 beneath uldina) -656 524 -81 143 -567 696 -198 3172 -979 740 214 478 -812 712 -326 332

-752 546 712 1031 -897 447 -479 116

Rase of column -193 -1442 979 19 1155 -417 1198 -276

(without roller devices) -104 -1317 1265 19 1217 -417 1147 -276

Clockwise moments are positive

Moments are in ft-kips
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Table A. Combined stress factor (analysis of column halves).

a. With roller devices.

4...DasaJune 1981
ColrlvlBottom (with roller devices)

Al 2.94 0.15 1043 5.19 0.26 -97 0.83 0.04 0.45

A2 1.79 0.09 609 3.03 0.15 -721 6.17 0.31 0.55

A3 2M9 0.15 -48 0.24 0.01 490 4.19 0.21 0.37

A4 2.13 0.11 -209 1.04 0.05 9 0.08 0.00 0.16

N 1 2.13 0.11 768 3.82 0.19 577 4.94 0.25 0.55

N? 2.20 0.11 12 0.06 0.00 -209 1.79 0.09 0.20

N3 2.60 0.13 -601 2.99 0.15 599 5.12 0.26 0.54

N4 2.40 0.12 139 0.69 0.03 -138 1.18 0.06 0.21

0. 38 Ave.

%P -Axial load Iklpe VIEWING DIRECTION Fb Allow"M blng strews wish no aWi stms
A -Colrnn emaowcem am 11117 in.2) 120 huh)
is - Axial sm (WI -x Binding manimito acosnn rM ows (to-kis)

Is,,, aluiin strees won calming rows -y Bending "mgnm along colum rows Ili-kips)
(1160 M4, %x Secticim modulus across column rows 12410 in.31

l by - Bandling sb,6w alon calm., tows Nlortheast -V Section nioduhi along CAlum rows (1403 in.31

Fg " Alknv.ie axialsrew will, no' ISunu> Clockwise nuMoue we positive.
stems 120 ksil l

Nortbvest
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Table A (cont'd).

b. Without roller devices.

Date June 1981
cotrmoBottoiw_(without roller devices)

A1ulu a. 1,Mx x -Wy *b7% Va T§- Tba yy -; P t b -

A 1 2.94 0.15 1061 5.28 0.26 -52 0.44 0.02 0.43

A2 1.79 0.09 684 3.41 0.17 -659 5.64 0.28 0.54

A3 2.94 0.15 27 0.13 0.01 633 5.41 0.27 0.43

A 4 2.13 0.11 -209 1.04 0.05 9 0.08 0.00 0.16

N 1 2.13 0.11 799 3.98 0.20 608 5.20 0.26 0.57

N2 2.20 0.11 5 0.02 0.00 -209 1.79 0.09 0.20

N3 2.60 0.13 -595 2.96 0.1 573 4.90 0.25 0.53

N 4 2.40 0.12 194 0.97 0.05 -138 1.18 0.06 0.23

0.39 Ave.

P Axial load 1khm) VIEWING DIRECTION bAmal -sswiinaxl-
A Cukanan crna mclionul aren (167 il.1 1'2 Itshil

toAxial siren Mkid f 33 n Uwdhu moment amen wnatioae Ill-blpl
lh liigsrsacosclnoow Myt, Sanin moment along aionrs cmIlt-kipal

fbm llUd~gta ~CICIWfW A4 M4 Sigilisdem oskilm oorn ookso ow 12410 if.31
Illy - Rensding sties alosvg cokban. rows Northeast 4 sio ohbaogulutw 1403101.'

(ksi)
I'sa Allowable axial saress wish no bonding ClOitha Iminteh oiwoa.

stress (20 silAl "

f Morthvest
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1982 Measurements

A4 N4 A4 N4

122Ej It 231l-',
Il[-Il oIb

.-.. I-I ~

33. S

A3 N3 A3 N3

51.3 37 ~ 1.aoH ".63.1 1.

A 2 N2 A2 N2

,--1 rltl 4. 5ffl

a. l g AliLi

Figure A3. Individual sway bolt load measurements (in kips [1000 ib]).
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A4 N4 A4 N4

r8.

A3N3A3 N3

A 2 N 2 A2N2

11W 3H1IWI
AlI N I AlI N I

c. Level 2. d. Level 3.

Figure A3 (cant'd).
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- Table A5. Column bending moments.

DYE 3

Date 8/4/82

LEVEL COLUPN

"e- (level immediately0Vieqwlng direction: Northwest Al A2 A3 A4 NI N2 NS 14

1 beneath building) -472.2 -175.8 388.6 286.0 336.3 -617.5 157.7 -308.8

2 465.6 431.8 458.8 170.8 1157.1 -542.8 176.6 -718.2

3 2138.6 1704.4 9.4 105.0 2433.9 -22.0 -23.6 -1141.0

Base of column 3472.4 2422.6 -1365.0 118.4 792.3 842.0 -409.7 -115.0

Viewing direction: Northeast

(level immediately
I beneath building) 576.6 -573.8 314.4 -136.8 567.2 -831.2 271.7 -320.2

2 928.6 -814.1 109.3 -652.5 1001.8 -861.8 593.0 -496.6

3 869.8 -574.7 -310.8 -1491.1 1420.4 -467.0 1017.2 -542.8

Base of column 359.4 1822.9 53.8 326.0 -1004.2 502.2 -216.7 -631.8

Clockwise moments are positive
Moments are in ft-kips
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Table A6. Combined stress factor (analysis of column halves).

D" 
3

Dae 5 Dec 82

*coiar lam Bottom

fColumn P M b fbx My fby fa fbx .I
mn F Mx1  6"9;x * Fb .

" Al 2.94 0.15 1736 8.64 0.43 180 1.54 0.08 0.66

A2 1.79 0.09 1211 6.03 0.30 911 7.80 0.39 0.78

A3 2.94 0.15 -683 3.40 0.17 27 0.23 0.01 0.33

A4 2.13 0.11 59 0.29 0.15 163 1.39 0.07 0.19

N 1 2.13 0.11 396 1.97 0.10 -502 4.29 0.21 0.42

N2 2.20 0.11 421 2.10 0.10 251 2.15 0.11 0.32

N3 2.60 0.13 -205 1.02 0.05 -108 0.93 0.05 0.23

N4 2.40 0.12 - 58 0.29 0.01 -316 2.70 0.14 0.54

0.43 Ave

VIEWING DIRECTIONP - Axial load (kips) Fb - Allable bending stress with no axial stess
A - Column cross-sectionel ares (168 In. 2 ) (20 ksi)
11, Axial strw (hal) t Mxx - Bending moment across column rows (ft-kips)

fbx Bending s acrow s column rowsA N My - Bending moment along column rows (ft-kips)
(Nei) Northeast Sx- Section modulus aross column rows (2410 in.3 )

4 fby" Bending stress along column rows Sy - Section modulus along column rows (1403 in.3 )
(ksi) cicwia moments we positive.

F0 - Allowable axial sts with no banding
str m (20 ksi)

Northwest
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1983 Measurements

A 4 N4 A4 N4

A3 L NE3UA3 Li3
23 13.3 £3 I.NS-516

A2 N2 A2 N2

A II ,H -AI
NI A NI

a. Building level. b. Level 1.

Figure A4. Individual sway bolt load measurements (in kips [1000 lb]).
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AEN4
A4 N4 A4

A3 N3 A3 N3

A2 N2El4 94 62LW

Al NI Al N

'c. Level 2. d. Level 3.

Figure A4 (cont'd).
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Table A7. Column bending moments.

DYE 3

Date I1Aug. 83

LEVEL tfOth. COLU4

Viewing direction: Northwest Al A2 A3 A4 Ni N2 N3 N44

(I ve meitl -61.8 -96.0 416.1 151.1 381.9 -854.1 175.8 -438.0

2 618.7 394.6 885.9 -3.8 1012.8 -1116.9 77.7 -18.

3 2517.1 1961.2 1088.9 -85.0 1866.8 -1039.9 -479.6 -1851.3

Blase of column 3489.1 547.1 638.0 -66.1 789.5 1066.9 -1554.2 1-1303.2

- Viewing direction: Northeast

1 (beneat idingi1 469.3 -736.3 366.7 -210.0 708.7 -931.0 397.1 -335.4

2 726.7 -1024.3 -536.0 -627.6 1216.3 -1018.3 609.5 -597.3
3366.9 -909.5 -2112.4 -1400.4 1234.5 -616.5 659.9 -594.5

Base of column -991.2 834.8 -3616.3 956.8 -2010.9 420.3 -773.8 -589.1

Clockwise moments are positive
Moments are in ft-kips
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Table A8. Combined stress factor (analysis of column halves).

Dye 3
Date 1 August 1983

* ~Collar level -Bottom....

Column I=t La _M fx fb. M y 2 b a bx ~
%A a F XX 2 S, b by 2 Sy by Fb Fa Fb Fb

4Al 2.94 0.15 3489 8.69 0.43 -991 4.24 0.21 0.79

*A2 1.79 0.09 2547 6.34 0.32 835 3.57 0.18 0.59

*A3 2.94 0.15 638 1.59 0.08 -3616 15.47 0.77 1.00

A4 2.13 0.11 -66 0.16 0.01 957 4.09 0.20 0.32

N 1 2.13 0.11 789 1.97 0.10 -2010 8.60 0.43 0.64

N N2 2.22 0.11 -1067 2.66 0.13 420 1.80 0.09 0.33

N 3 2.60 0.13 -1554 3.87 0.19 -774 3.31 0.17 0.49

N N4 2.40 0.12 -1303 3.24 0.16 -589 2.52 10.13 0.41

1 0.53 Ave.

P -Axial load (kips) VEIGDRCIN F loal adn uswt oailsrs
A - Column crs-sional area (168 ini.2 (20 ksloali bnig)uswlsn ailsrs

I,-Axial stress (ksi) M,. Full colunbdigm etacosoln
fb Banding stress across column rows A4 N4 =rows um bndngmoen wrncoum

(ksi) Northeast M .Full column bending momwnt along column
* tby - Banding stress along column rows rows fft~kips)

(kil S.., - Section modulus across column rows (2410 in.3)
Fe - Allowable axial stress with no bending LA N 8 Setion modulus along column rows (1403 in.3 I

stres (0 kil NrthestClockwise moments we positive.
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APPENDIX B: FREE-BODY DIAGRAMS FOR COLUMNS AND CONNECTING TRUSSES.

0:25.3 741 "10,0

0. 0 8.0-0K0
15.9 A3 32.8 Ni .1.1 13.2 A2 3. N2

120' 120'

Columns

01 ,/ -33.5 0 8.0 -X - - 24 0
Unbalanced Lod Trusses UnaacdLoad

25.7 ___ 8.9 38.3--------------------2.7
95*

0 21.1 23,4.4 - 8 41.2-

0 .0
27'

A3 46N 5A 4.1 N4 374
. 20' 14 65120'

Columns

Una~lced Load TussUnbalanced Load

Figure B1. 1978.
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0.4- .7.5 9 23.7*: - 40.5
13 - . 1.9 4., 24.0: 7: .8

0 6. 12
12.4 Ct 41.3 16.68.

Columns

0.23744.
L3~~J 1.9 247.8

11.5 - 15.7-
Unbalanced Load Trusses Unbalanced Load

176 Ts' 8.1- _30.2

49.3 21.8 9. 21.6 19.1
18.6 - -11.7 46.3 : :0

14.0- - 46.1 146.8 -2.6

36.3 CM 5.7 14.0-0 13. 7

14M. 45' N3 ~Columns N14'N

49.3 21.8 21.6 1.
6 1.7 6.30

14.0- ~ ~ -. 6.16.8 -2 .6

Unbalanced Load Trusses Unbalanced Load

Figure BI (cont'd). 1978.
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7. % ~~~ _j -.i- r, w V

-113.0 9.7 -6.7 -52.2

- 12.0 2 . 0 4-15-9 '5

(623)(1232 (57.8) (10.3)

2 1 AN I 1 3 4 .8 0 7 A 28 2 N

22.=Al(32.5) (6. L A2 0 (j7 2
(214 120 20

Columns

636_J 1, 1 25.5 722 172.2

Unbalanced Lood Trusses Unbalanced Load

2698.8 LsJU'k
0. 20.0-19 25.9- 13.0

27.9- 13.0-- 11.016
20.5- 7.9 4,40.8 (43.5

(14.91 (6.71)08 ( 6

21.531.3 73 316 N
3 5.91 N3 (3.9)A (35.71

120' 120' -
Columns

Unbalanced Load Trusses Unbalanced Load

Figure B2. 1981 (values in parentheses were
measured without friction-reducing devices).
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22.1 41.2 9' 31.0 33.1
2.3 -" - 1 2,9 '4' 8.0 "" "" 52.1

77.0 -25.7 59.7 - 34.A

(77.01 (15.) (55.1) (7.8)

31.5 9.9 59.7 34.6
(7. 1) I (2o.) (135.0) "4-37.)

3. 41.2 17 *. 32.
2. 38.5 32.0 76.0

(60.2) (14 )32 0 -- (7 .39

6.5 317 1.6 32.5

3.4-- "-17.2 14'
.. 0 13.1- 0 2.1

(71) 3.1 ) I,0 T (13.1) (84.4)

;tr.' 14.5 32.'0. 7-16.0
16a.21 N40 45 N3:14.5) Columns 32.. N 2 45 - N11178.3)

'Il .4 17. 2 20 ,6 g 2 1

Unboianed Load Unbalanced Load

Figure B2 (cont'd). 1981 (values in parenthe-

ses were measured without friction-reducing
devices).
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497 1 M35.4 6i
-153.9 -55.8 86 73.3 -20

15.3 9'- 3 289

70.1 152.0- 142
64.3- 5.2-

27

Al. Lt-60.8 ... 26.6. _ 320.4
10'A 2 N 2

Columns 120'

13955.8 86.0

.15.

.e23.4- k * 28.9

701 -29 \: 152.0 64.3 -1-42.~ 52

.""-9 - --- 16.6 95,--

33.1 14.5 - .- 1 -

39.9- 16.4-*9-81: 5.
-- 10 -- 5.2 68.2

27-

50..9 14.35 1 0.5 5___ o S O j 3-

A3 N3 A 4 N 4

120' A20'
Columns

".' 3" .9 
. - at - %  1539' -w-' 5

12.- %:O T. 5.2 -409 68.2

Figure B3. 1982.
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